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Applications kreon ato 80 is a circular projector light used as a recessed 
downlight by placing the adjustable lamp on the front and by 
showcasing the design using different finishes. Repositioning the 
light source to the front increases the efficiency and range of  
the light without compromising on comfort. The characteristic 
anti-glare snoot and aluminium optics contribute to ensuring  
this comfort. kreon ato is available in single or double.  
With its innovative design comprising two adjustable spotlights in 
a single aperture, kreon ato 80 twin is a smart solution for better 
focused light. In this way, different layers of light may be emitted 
from a single point.

Mounting Recessed luminaires for ceilings. 3600 Rotation and 300 inclination 
Available with trim or in-line and with or without shadow gap.

Optical system / LED’s kreon ato 80 single produces 1150 delivered lumens, 12 W 
and fixture efficacy of +96lm/W. kreon ato 80 double produces 
2x370lm delivered lumens, 2x 6.5W and fixture efficacy of 
+55lm/W.  A choice of (2) beam anles - Flood 300 or Wide Flood 
400. Optional glare preventers and diffusing lenses can be an 
additional control of brightness.

Color temperatures / CRI 2700K or 3000K. CRI 90+ 

Controls / Dimming Various dimming options available. Backboxes available.

Louver / Lamphead kreon ato is available in white or black louver finish and then a 
choice of lamphead finishes in white or black.

ETL / UL Tested and approved by either ETL or UL for installation in the US 
and Canada. IP20 rated.

■ Various finishes to choose from - go to website to see all variations and finishes.

 black with black  
 lamphead and glare preventer

 white with black 
 twin lamphead

 black with white  
 lamphead and  
 glare preventer

 black with white  
 twin lamheads
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